Metastable Growth of Pure Wurtzite InGaAs Microstructures
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ABSTRACT: III–V compound semiconductors can exist in two major crystal phases, namely, zincblende (ZB) and wurtzite (WZ). While ZB is thermodynamically favorable in conventional III–V epitaxy, the pure WZ phase can be stable in nanowires with diameters smaller than certain critical values. However, thin nanowires are more vulnerable to surface recombination, and this can ultimately limit their performances as practical devices. In this work, we study a metastable growth mechanism that can yield purely WZ-phased InGaAs microstructures on silicon. InGaAs nucleates as sharp nanoneedles and expand along both axial and radial directions simultaneously in a core–shell fashion. While the base can scale from tens of nanometers to over a micron, the tip can remain sharp over the entire growth. The sharpness maintains a high local surface-to-volume ratio, favoring hexagonal lattice to grow axially. These unique features lead to the formation of microsized pure WZ InGaAs structures on silicon. To verify that the WZ microstructures are truly metastable, we demonstrate, for the first time, the in situ transformation from WZ to the energy-favorable ZB phase inside a transmission electron microscope. This unconventional core–shell growth mechanism can potentially be applied to other III–V materials systems, enabling the effective utilization of the extraordinary properties of the metastable wurtzite crystals.
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I

II–V semiconductors have been the fundamental building blocks for high-performance optoelectronic devices and transistors due to their superior optical and electrical properties. There are two main crystal phases in the binary octet semiconductors, namely, zincblende (ZB) and wurtzite (WZ). Except for the nitride system, bulk III–V epitaxial films usually exist in the ZB crystal phase. This can be attributed to the relatively low ionicity in most III–V compounds. The highly covalent nature favors a staggered configuration in which electrostatic repulsion from the third nearest neighbor is minimized.1 Rigorous calculations using local-density formalism show that WZ structures have higher energy than their ZB counterparts in most III–V compounds.2,3 As a result, the cubic ZB structure has been the energy-preferable crystal phase in arsenide and phosphide material systems.

Crystal stability can be significantly different at nanometer scales. As the crystal size shrinks, surface energy becomes an important factor in determining the total free energy change for crystal formation. Studies have shown that WZ crystals exhibit lower surface energies than ZB lattices.2 This implies that WZ can become thermodynamically favorable when the surface-to-volume ratio of the nanostructures becomes sufficiently large. Indeed, single crystal wurtzite nanowires have been experimentally demonstrated in various material systems via catalytic vapor–liquid–solid (VLS) growth or selective area epitaxy.4–9 These nanostructures exhibit unusual optoelectronic properties due to their unique crystal symmetry dissimilar to their bulk lattice.10–12 For instance, GaP, an indirect bandgap material in cubic phase, becomes direct bandgap in WZ-phased nanowires synthesized by VLS.3 With further tailoring in the alloy composition, these WZ nanowires can potentially be used as efficient green emitters on silicon. To make efficient devices, however, it is crucial to minimize surface-assisted nonradiative recombinations by proper surface passivation and increasing the nanowire size. Unfortunately, there exists a critical diameter (usually <50 nm) above which WZ phase becomes unstable such that the nanostructure evolves into a mixture of cubic and hexagonal lattices.3,13,14 This inevitably limits the size and ultimately the optical performance of the extraordinary crystals.

Recently, we demonstrated the unconventional growth of GaAs, InGaAs, and InP nanoneedles and pillars on silicon, poly silicon, and sapphire substrates.15–18 Despite a lattice mismatch as large as 46%, the III–V structures can be scaled into micron size without compromising the crystal quality. Most shockingly, these microstructures are in pure WZ crystal lattice even when the base diameter is above 1 μm, which is more than 20 times over the nanowire critical limit. In this paper, we aim to explain how this metastable growth occurs. While the nucleation is likely assisted by group-III nanoclusters, InGaAs/GaAs needles expand in a core–shell fashion without any metal catalyst observed at the extremely sharp tip. Notably, the nanostructures expand in both radial and axial directions simultaneously, dissimilar to most nanowire work. These two independent growth components enable the base to expand freely from tens of nanometers to over a micron while the tip can remain sharp (<20 nm in diameter) at the same time. This extraordinary
combination turns out to be the key for the metastable growth of microneedles and pillars. Finally, we demonstrate the in situ phase transformation from WZ to ZB inside a transmission electron microscope (TEM). With further improvements in experimental design, direct measurement of the energy difference between the two crystal phases may be possible.

InGaAs/GaAs core–shell micropillars are synthesized directly on (111)-Si substrates via metal–organic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD) at 400 °C. Details of the growth can be found in our previous work. Notably, the substrates were roughened mechanically to facilitate seeding of micropillars. Figure 1a is a scanning electron microscope (SEM) image displaying a typical pillar with base diameter approaching 1 μm. The well-faceted hexagonal shape and smooth sidewall are the first indication of excellent crystal quality. As reported previously, the III–V structures nucleate as sharp nanoneedles. The growth then proceeds in a core–shell fashion in which the nanoneedles expand along the axial and radial directions simultaneously. While lateral growth occurs continuously throughout the entire process, growth along the vertical direction saturates at a long growth time. This turns the originally sharp nanoneedle into blunt micropillars. The independence of axial and radial growths is the key for the metastable growth and will be discussed in more detail shortly.

To study how the metastable growth starts, a series of samples were grown under various V/III ratios. Figure 1b illustrates the dependence of pillar density on the V/III ratio. Tertiary butylarsine (TBAs) was used as the precursor of arsenic. Under the same group III flow rates, micropillar density increases drastically with reduced TBAs flow. In addition, the pillars nucleate at locations much further away from the roughened region under lower TBAs flow. Figure 1c reveals that pillar nucleation extends to over 120 μm away from the roughened region when the TBAs flow is cut down by 20 times. These observations suggest that micropillar nucleation is significantly promoted by longer group III diffusion lengths, which are highly sensitive to the V/III ratio. We hypothesize that the seeding of micropillars begins with the formation of metal nanoclusters at the roughened region. Mechanical roughening not only creates an uneven surface morphology but also opens up fresh silicon surface for oxidation. Since III–V cannot nucleate on top of native oxide, group III adatoms tend to cluster into very small droplets on the porous oxide at the very early stage. These nanodroplets diffuse away from the roughened regions to flat silicon surface and react with As adatoms to form InGaAs nanocrystals. The high supersaturation of adatoms favor the formation of WZ nanostructures with high aspect ratios, which later on evolve into InGaAs needles and pillars. A reduction in TBAs flow increases the diffusion length of group III adatoms, thus enhancing the formation and diffusion of metal nanoclusters during the nucleation phase. This metal-initiated nucleation hypothesis fits well with the observed dependence of density and nucleation distance on the V/III ratio in Figure 1.

Although metal nanoclusters are likely involved in nucleation, the growth mechanism presented in this work is different from VLS growth. In the latter case, a metal catalyst is needed to dissolve the reactants and stays at the tip of the nanowire throughout the entire growth. In our growth, however, no metal catalyst is ever observed at the tip of the nanostructure. We believe that the metal seed is completely consumed for the initial nanoneedle formation and the subsequent growth is in a pure core–shell fashion. Another major difference is that the nanowire diameter grown by VLS is predefined by the catalyst size. If the catalyst size exceeds the critical diameter, the whole nanowire becomes polytypic. In the nanoneedle growth, however, the base diameter scales linearly with time. This freedom in lateral expansion is in fact the key factor for the metastable WZ growth. The metal initiated core–shell growth presented in this work is truly a unique mechanism that enables high-quality and sizable growth of microstructures on mismatched substrates.

Figure 1. (a) SEM image of a typical InGaAs/GaAs core–shell pillar with a base diameter approaching a micron. (b) Pillar density increases as the V/III ratio decreases from 80% to 10%, where 100% represents a V/III ratio of 43. (c) Micropillars nucleate at locations much further away from the roughened region when the V/III ratio reduces from 100% to 5%. Scale bars in b and c represent 10 μm.
Crystal polarity plays an important role in the stability of nanostructures. Studies have shown that nanowires are usually stabilized with a group V terminated (or (111)B-terminated) top facet. To study the polarity of the microstructures in this work, we examine the tip of sharp as-grown InGaAs/GaAs core–shell needles using a transmission electron aberration corrected microscope (TEAM). Sample preparation involves simple transfer of nanoneedles mechanically from the silicon substrates to a TEM copper grid. Figure 2a shows a high-angle annular dark field (HAADF) image of a typical InGaAs/GaAs nanoneedle. No metal catalyst is seen on the extremely sharp tip with ~5 nm in diameter. (b) Magnified image showing the zigzag lattice arrangement. The inset shows two Ga–As “dumbbells”. The top atomic column (indicated by arrows) in each Ga–As pair is brighter than the bottom one, showing that the needle top facet is As-terminated.

Figure 2. (a) HAADF image showing the tip of an InGaAs/GaAs nanoneedle. No metal catalyst is seen on the extremely sharp tip with ~5 nm in diameter. (b) Magnified image showing the zigzag lattice arrangement. The inset shows two Ga–As “dumbbells”. The top atomic column (indicated by arrows) in each Ga–As pair is brighter than the bottom one, showing that the needle top facet is As-terminated.

Figure 3. (a) Schematic illustration showing the different components in the core–shell growth of nanoneedles. (b) In blunt pillars, axial growth saturates, while radial growth continues with a growth rate similar as before.

Figure 3. (a) Schematic illustration showing the different components in the core–shell growth of nanoneedles. (b) In blunt pillars, axial growth saturates, while radial growth continues with a growth rate similar as before.

The core–shell growth mechanism in this work enables expansions along both axial and radial direction simultaneously, as schematically illustrated in Figure 3a. This is dissimilar to other nanowire work, in which the growth is usually dominated along one direction. Notably, the microstructures start as sharp nanoneedles and evolve into blunt pillars at long growth times. There are two implications with this phenomenon. First, the two growth components are relatively independent since lateral growth continues even after vertical growth stops. Second, vertical growth occurs only at the very tip of the nanostructure. Otherwise, the nanostructure would not have expanded in the horizontal direction only after vertical growth stops at the tip. Figure 3 illustrates how these two growth components occur in needles and pillars. We believe that both components are crucial to the formation of microsized single-WZ-phased structures. Lateral growth is a layer-by-layer growth similar to normal thin film epitaxy. The freshly deposited layer simply follows the crystal lattice of the core. Since the core is in WZ phase, the subsequent deposition also assumes a WZ lattice arrangement. In other words, lateral growth effectively increases the volume of the wurtzite-phased crystal. As the size increases, the surface-to-volume ratio reduces, and the crystal would be more stable in the ZB phase. However, a large amount of energy is necessary to break bonds and convert the entire bulk material back into the energy-preferred ZB phase. This energy barrier keeps the nanostructure stable in WZ phase even when the size is well beyond the critical diameter.

Vertical growth, on the other hand, is a completely different story. While lateral growth is simply a copy of the core’s lattice,
vertical growth creates the core for subsequent horizontal expansion. Growth along c-axis involves the deposition of basal planes whose stacking sequence defines the crystal phase of the freshly deposited material. Since ZB and WZ share the same basal plane, stacking the new layers in ABAB or ABCA can be relatively independent of the crystal underneath. While sharp nanoneedle exhibits pure WZ phase all the way up to the tip (see Figure 2), blunt pillars are terminated with cubic layers, as reported in our previous work.20 We believe that the extraordinary sharpness of the nanoneedle tip is the driving force for the WZ phase to dominate along the vertical direction. The sharpness maintains a large local sidewall-surface-to-volume ratio at the tip. Experimentally, we always observe that the nanoneedle sidewalls are composed of \{110\} facets. To form ZB lattice on top of a WZ template, the overgrown crystal has to follow the crystallographic relations between the two crystal phases, i.e., ZB \{110\} // WZ \{1120\} and ZB \{211\} // WZ \{1100\}. Therefore, the cubic crystal has to terminate with \{211\} facets due to the WZ lattice template underneath, although \{110\} are theoretically shown to have lower surface energy than \{211\}.26,27 The large local sidewall-surface-to-volume ratio at the sharp tip thus favors the formation of WZ phase since WZ \{110\} has lower surface energy than ZB \{211\}.3 However, vertical growth slows down as the nanoneedle length increases, probably due to reduced group-III supply through the diffusion of adatoms. While lateral growth remains relatively constant throughout the growth, a slower vertical growth results in thickening of the tip. In other words, the top facet, which is composed of the c-plane, increases in diameter. A large top facet, however, does not benefit the growth of WZ crystal, as ZB \{111\} should have a very similar surface energy as WZ \{0001\}. The net result is that the effective sidewall-surface-to-volume ratio at the thicker tip reduces, making WZ phase less energy favorable. Eventually, when the top facet exceeds a certain diameter, the ZB phase becomes more thermodynamically stable. This triggers the onset of vertical termination, resulting in the formation of blunt pillar structures.

In InGaAs nanoneedles, the vertical and lateral growth rates are 4.3 μm/h and 0.5 μm/h, respectively. This growth rate anisotropy brings about the extreme sharpness observed in the InGaAs nanostructure. The origin of the ultra fast vertical growth is probably the rich supply of adatoms which diffuse from the substrate and/or nanoneedle sidewall to the tip. To study how vertical growth is affected by adatom diffusion, we grew a series of InGaAs/GaAs core−shell nanostructures under various V/III ratios, as displayed in Figure 4. Notably, the flow rates of group III precursors were held constant in the experiments. While the base diameter (i.e., lateral growth) is not sensitive to group V partial pressure, the nanopillar length is observed to increase gradually with reducing TBAs flow. At an extremely low V/III ratio, the nanostructure remains as sharp needles with length exceeding 4 μm. We attribute this phenomenon to the promoted diffusion of group III adatoms under a low V/III ratio. The longer diffusion length delays the onset of vertical growth saturation, thus leading to the observed trend in Figure 4. These results show that the growth along c-axis is indeed highly dependent on diffusion flux of adatoms.

So far we have identified the different growth components that enable InGaAs to expand into hexagonal microstructures. Although the ZB phase is more energy favorable in the micron-size regime, the large energy barrier prevents bulk WZ lattice from converting into the thermodynamically preferred crystal phase. Theoretically, crystal phase transformation is possible if a huge amount of energy is supplied to the nanopillar. Here, we experimentally demonstrate this transformation in situ in a FEI CM-300 TEM. Figure 5a shows a bright field TEM image of a blunt InGaAs pillar mechanically detached from the substrate. Except the very tip of the pillar, the entire structure is in the WZ phase, as attested by the clearly discernible selective area diffraction pattern (SADP) shown in Figure 5b, taken along the \{1120\} zone axis. Figure 5c shows a close-up image of the pillar tip. Atop the pillar top facet, there exists an irregular feature which is a poly crystal that nucleates on the blunt pillar top at the later stage of the growth. Such polycrystalline structure can also be seen in blunt pillars with large-area top facets in Figure 4. Nevertheless, no stacking disorders or other defects can be seen in the pillar below the poly crystal. Under high resolution (Figure 5d), the WZ pillar is found to terminate with a few cubic layers as a result of vertical growth saturation. To initiate the phase transformation, we condensed the electron beam onto the nanopillar base for 5 s to deliver a high-energy dose. As seen in Figure 5e, the nanopillar tip becomes considerably deformed after the energy blast. Horizontal stacking disorders are observed to evolve at the tip after the high-energy process. SADP taken at the tip (see Figure 5f) now shows two sets of diffraction patterns along the ZB \{110\} zone axis instead of the WZ diffractions in Figure 5b. The two sets of diffractions originate from rotational twinning of ZB crystals with \{111\} as the mirror plane. The information extracted from the diffraction pattern agrees well with the high-resolution TEM (HRTEM) image shown in Figure 5g. A single phase ZB section is observed in the topmost ~10 nm, followed by a bottom portion populated with twins and stacking faults. Such an observation confirms the transformation of the original hexagonal lattice into cubic lattice. Notably, only the top-most ~140 nm turns into cubic lattice in Figure 5e. We believe that the incident electron beam on the pillar created an electric current which flowed toward the tip in a way similar to the lightning rod effect. These charge carriers accumulated at the tip and finally discharged, creating locally confined heat that is large enough to overcome the energy barrier for phase transformation. Since the heating was not well-controlled, stacking disorders and twinning were induced during the transition. In particular, the WZ-to-ZB transition seems not to be a very exothermic process, or otherwise the heat produced in...
the reaction should trigger further phase change below the topmost ∼140 nm. This suggests that the net heat produced in the reaction, or in other words the energy difference between bulk WZ and ZB, may not be very large. Notably, the experiment was carried out in a single beam TEM such that the transformation process could not be monitored in real time when the beam was condensed to deliver the power impulse. With a dual-beam system like the TEAM 0.5, it is possible to quantitatively evaluate the energy required for the WZ-to-ZB transformation. Nevertheless, this in situ experiment is a first demonstration showing that the WZ phase InGaAs nanopillars can be fairly stable and a large amount of energy is needed to transform the metastable lattice into the most energy-preferred cubic phase.

In summary, we explored how InGaAs microstructures can stabilize in pure WZ phase when the base diameter is 20 times over the critical value for nanowires. The growth starts with metal-assisted nucleation, followed by layer-by-layer core−shell growth. HRTEM shows that metal droplet is completely absent at the needle tip, attesting to the catalyst-free nature of the growth. The sharp tip maintains a high local surface-to-volume ratio which favors WZ crystal formation along the axial direction. Lateral growth, on the other hand, allows the base to scale linearly with time, thus leading to the growth of WZ phase microstructure. In situ phase transition from WZ to thermodynamically stable ZB was demonstrated for the first time. With further optimization in experiment design, direct measurement of the energy difference between the two phases may be possible. We believe that the core−shell growth mechanism is not limited to InGaAs and InP, but also applicable to other III−V materials systems. This can potentially enable the effective utilization of the unique optoelectronic properties of the metastable wurtzite crystals.
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